
HURLEY 1XI v Pinkneys Green – 8th August 

 

PINKNEYS GREEN 
N Asif b Basherat 42 

B Purchase b Akhtar 0 

C Hayes b Ridgeway 55 

J Dhillon c Ridgeway b Basherat 8 

B Mehmood lbw b Scott Taylor 47 

T Butt c Walton b Ridgeway 33 

R Jacobs Run Out (Lewis) 0 

M Nazir c Steve Taylor b Akhtar 20 

I Tariq b Akhtar 5 

M Peck b Ridgeway 1 

S Ahmed Not Out 0 

 Extras 17 

 Total 228ao 

 

N Akhtar 8-1-29-3 B Poole 2-0-28-0 

I Arshad 9-2-37-0 P Ridgeway 8.1-3-25-3 

M Basherat 7-1-27-2 Sc Taylor 6-1-45-1 

V Sharma 6-2-26-0 

 

HURLEY 
I Arshad b Asif 4 

V Sharma b Ahmed 53 

N Akhtar b Peck 5 

Sc Taylor b Peck 18 

G Lucas c Butt b Ahmed 0 

C Poole b Asif 5 

St Taylor b Peck 0 

B Poole c Hayes b Asif 19 

P Ridgeway c Asif b Dhillon 42 

M Walton c Mehmood b Peck 5 

M Basherat Not Out 0 

 Extras 18 

 Total 169ao 

 

 

Hurley crashed to their 7th league defeat of the season, but not before giving high flying 

Pinkneys Green a nervous few overs at the end of a long match. The season long frailty of 

not being able to bat out their overs however, will eventually see the home side slide into 

Division 3.  

 

A confident Pinkneys won the toss and opted to bat on a beautiful hot day with a fast 

outfield but uncharacteristic slow wicket. The fifth over saw Naeem Akhtar (3-29) knock over 

Ben Peck’s off-stump without scoring but with Asif (42) swinging like an Essex housewife, the 

visitor’s score jollied along to 58 before a change of bowling saw Mo Basherat (2-27) cut short 

Asif’s exuberant innings. Chris Hayes (55) survived an early shout for caught behind while the 

prize innings of Jags Dhillon (8) fell to Basherat as the batsman attempted to pull but only 

succeeded in dragging the ball to mid-on where Ridgeway snaffled a comfortable catch. 

The punishing partnership of 82 in 13 overs came between the fortunate Hayes and 

Mehmood (47) before Scott Taylor (1-45) trapped Mehmood lbw with the score on 154-3. A 

big score loomed, but Hurley chipped away with a superb run out by keeper George Lewis 

throwing down the stumps at the far end to leave Jacobs stranded and Akhtar and Phil 

Ridgeway (3-25) ensuring Pinkneys were bowled out in 46.1 overs for 228. Mike Walton took 



an excellent steepling catch at deep mid-off and Steve Taylor had to move sharply to his left 

on a dodgy Achilles to support the bowlers.  

 

Sound batting and 53 overs to chase down a much needed win was the recipe needed but 

Asif dismissed Imran Arshad (4) in the 5th over. Hurley’s talisman Akhtar (5) got a brute from 

the impressive Mark Peck (2-47) to pin back his off stump and Hurley’s initial optimism. Varun 

Sharma (53) batted beautifully like a man in a hurry, which indeed he was as he had to leave 

early. An apologetic call to his wife by skipper Akhtar however prompted his demise bowled 

by Ahmed with the score on 83-2 in 20 overs. Hurley’s middle order was exposed and blown 

away as 83-2 became 86-6 in 4 horrendous overs. Scott Taylor inexplicably left one that 

arched into him, Lucas pushed to cover and Steve Taylor had no answer to Peck. A bright 

partnership between the young Poole twins added 20 before Charlie (5) was bowled by Asif 

and Ben (19) continued his fine batting from last week until over confidence saw him top 

edge where Hayes ran round to pouch the looping catch. Hurley had collected one batting 

point at 119-8 and looked defeated with still 22 overs in hand and 110 needed. Ridgeway 

(42) took an instant liking to skipper Tariq taking 16 off the 32nd over. With measured driving 

and favoured clips to leg aided by a fast outfield, the deficit dwindled with Mike Walton 

applying resolute defence at the other end. These two added 50 forcing the visitors to shuffle 

their pack and bring back Peck. He found a rare lifting delivery at the river end to clip 

Walton’s glove with Hurley on 169 and the last pair standing. Next over Ridgeway with 

nothing to lose flayed hard at a wide delivery and fell to the one slip fielder. Hurley were 60 

runs short with 12 overs remaining.  

 

Having been bowled out in 43 overs the previous week and lost narrowly and lasted 41 overs 

this week, it isn’t hard to see where Hurley’s fatal failings are this season. 


